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Abstract

ICT transform traditional social-cultural practices and create new opportunities for maintaining old and finding new social ties, using social contacts to ensure the success of the individual's activities. To study this changes we consider some aspects of social capital online, such as communication platforms, the size of social network, bridging and bonding, the strength of social ties and convertibility of social capital into others resources. Based on generational theory, we use data from Russian population study of 1554 adolescents 12-17 years old, 736 youth 17-30 years old and 1105 parents of adolescents differentiating generations «X», «Y» and «Z». To measure various aspects of social capital, we use a number of questions with the choice of the answers. By the results of the study the social capital on the Internet is most actively accumulated by the generation «Y». The social capital of generation «Z» shows stable growth dynamics online, adolescents quickly and easily reach the average values of the Dunbar’s number (150), reflecting the limits and opportunities for social contacts for the average adult. At the same time, the adults themselves, generation «X», are the poorest in terms of social contacts. Internet also transforms representation of bonding (absence of parents and relatives in friend list) and bridging (presence of subscribers and «unfamiliar friends») social capital online of generation «Z». The social capital of generations «Y» and «Z» is characterized by high convertibility online. Generation «X» feels more constrained in using the opportunities of online space to manage its social capital.
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1. Introduction

Infocommunication technologies transform traditional social-cultural practices, including practices of social interaction and communication. Communication becomes one of the most common activities on the Internet along with the search for information. The Internet creates new opportunities for maintaining old and finding new social ties, using social contacts to ensure the success of the individual's activities. In this connection, the question becomes what is the social capital online and how its accumulation and use arise.

Social capital is a broad and debatable concept that arose on the border between economics and sociology and is actively used in various scientific fields, including in psychology. The definitions of social capital can be conditionally divided into three types based on the chosen focus (Adler & Kwon, 2002): 1) on orientation to external relations, that also has been called «bridging», for example, «the sum of the resources, actual or virtual, that accrue to an individual or a group by virtue of possessing a durable network of more or less institutionalized relationships of mutual acquaintance and recognition» (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992), or «friends, colleagues, and more general contacts through whom you receive opportunities to use your financial and human capital» (Burt, 1992, p. 9) on orientation to internal relations, that is, the relationship between the participants within the group, that also has been called «bonding», for example, «features of social organization such as networks, norms, and social trust that facilitate coordination and cooperation for mutual benefit» (Putnam, 1995), or «Social capital is defined by its function. It is not a single entity, but a variety of different entities having two characteristics in common: they all consist of some aspect of social structure, and they facilitate certain actions of individuals who are within the structure» (Coleman, 1990, p. 302) on both types of linkages, for example, «the sum of the actual and potential resources embedded within, available through, and derived from the network of relationships possessed by an individual or social unit. Social capital thus comprises both the network and the assets that may be mobilized through that network» (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998). Similar classification can be created on the basis of other criteria, for example, the characteristics of social ties (strong or weak links, horizontal or vertical, open or closed, etc.). Nevertheless, the general elements of different definitions of social capital are resources and relationships whether on a micro, meso or macro level.

Despite the controversy and complexity of the definition, social capital is very popular in science by its interdisciplinarity and explanatory potential, that allows comprehensive research and analysis of complex social processes (Soldatova & Nestik, 2010). Studies of social capital are gradually expanding into online contexts. Nevertheless, the accumulation of knowledge about the features of social capital functioning on the Internet is at an initial level.

2. Problem Statement

There are opposite opinions about the influence of the Internet on the formation of social capital. Thus, arguments are given in favor of the insulating nature of the Internet and its negative impact on the growth of social capital (Putnam, 2000; Nie et al., 2002; Gershuny, 2003; Wellman et al., 2001). This is largely due to the fact that the arguments were expressed in works created shortly before the extension of online networks and did not differentiate recreational and social online activities. On the other hand, there are studies on the positive contribution of the Internet, especially social networks, to the strengthening and
development of social capital in various areas: strengthening of bridging and bonding social capital, increasing social activity and self-esteem of children and adolescents, as well as socialization and well-being of the elderly, coping with social anxiety and loneliness, maintaining of weak or latent links that might otherwise disappear, the growth of civic engagement and participation in the political life of the society, the enhancement of social trust and promotion of collective action (Sabatini & Sarracino, 2014; Neves et al., 2018). Nevertheless, the features of social capital online require further detailed analysis for a more comprehensive understanding of the problem.

In our study, we consider some aspects of social capital online, such as communication platforms, the size of social network, bridging and bonding (Putnam, 2000), the strength of social ties (Granovetter, 1983) and convertibility of social capital into others resources (Bourdieu, 1985) such as opportunities for support from others. All these aspects will also be considered in the context of intergenerational comparison, depending on the specifics of Internet development by different generations. So, the social capital of «digital immigrants», who mastered the Internet in adulthood, and «digital aborigines», who knew the online world from childhood, can vary significantly. Based on the generational theory of N. Howe and W. Strauss (1991, 1993), in studies, modern adolescents are increasingly referred to as the generation «Z», significantly different from the older generations – «Y» (youth) and «X» (adults). It is «Z» and «Y» that belong to the digital generation, whose socialization, to some extent, has been taking place in the context of the increasing integration of digital technologies into everyday life. They are actively developing the Internet, which, we expect, leads to a more rapid increase in social capital online. Thus, we can assume that the features of its accumulation and use will be different for representatives of different generations.

3. Research Questions

The article is devoted to a comparative study of the phenomenon of social capital online in representatives of the generations «Z», «Y» and «X».

4. Purpose of the Study

The purpose of the study is to identify the peculiarity of social capital in adolescents, youth and adults online.

5. Research Methods

The study used the primary data obtained in 2017-2018 in 17 cities from 8 Federal regions of Russian Federation.

5.1. Samples.

In accordance with N. Howe, W. Strauss (1991, 1993) generation theory and with adaptation to the cultural and social context of Russia and of Internet development in Russia (Soldatova & Rasskazova, 2016), the samples included representatives of three generations: 1029 adolescents 14-17 years old (52 % female) and 525 adolescents 12-13 years old (54 % female) – generation «Z», 736 youth 17-30 years old (59 % female) – generation «Y» and 1105 parents of adolescents 12-17 years old (80.6 % female) – generation «X».
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5.2. Methods.

To measure various aspects of social capital, we have used a number of questions with the choice of the answers. The space of social communications was measured by the question «What social networks or resources do you use?». To measure the size of social network and bonding/bridging social capital we prepared the questions: «How many friends do you have on the social network?», «Approximately how many friends do you personally communicate with on the social network during the last 6 months?», «How many people from friends do you know in real life?», «How many subscribers do you have on the social network?», «Who from the list below is in your friends: 1. Parents, 2. Brothers and sisters, 3. Grandparents, 4. Uncle and aunts, 5. Teachers, 6. Parents of friends, 7. No one» (for young people, answer 6 was replaced by «Employers and colleagues»). The last two questions were asked only for adolescents and young people.

Convertibility of social capital into others resources was measured by the question «What is the approximate number of friends you might ask to spend a few hours to help you do something in offline or online?». These questions relate to the most frequently used social network.

6. Findings

Relying on empirical studies, we try to identify differences in the features of social capital online in representatives of three generations.

6.1. First of all, we can talk about the differences in the spaces for the formation of social capital online (Figure 01). The most popular among adolescents and young people is the Russian SNS «Vkontakte» (87 % – younger adolescents, 95 % – elder adolescents, 94 % – youth). Generation «X» chooses "Vkontakte" (55 %) and «Odnoklassniki» (49 %). The world of social networks blew up "Instagram", for 7 years received recognition among generations «Z» and «Y» (63 % – younger, 70 % – elder adolescents, 67 % – young people) and gradually catching up with the position of the leader of SNS "Vkontakte". Among the parents, generation «X», only 35% use this visual SNS. The possibilities of communication with visual content greatly attract the younger generation. This explains the popularity of Instagram and the less prominent contender «Snapchat». A quarter of adolescents (28 % – younger, 23 % – elder) use this resource to communicate and exchange news. Generation «X» and «Y» practically ignore this SNS, only 8% of young people and 2% of parents are users of «Snapchat». 21 % of adolescents and 28 % of youth and adults become users of Facebook. Now every fifth teenager "twittes" online, but only 15% of young people and 5% of adults are Twitter users. The platform for communication is not only social networks in their classical form, but also other resources. For «Z» Youtube became a special space for communication and social contacts (83 % – younger, 77 % – elder). Youtube is somewhat less popular among «Y» (66 %), and yet has not found its recognition in «X» (35 %).
6.2. The size of social network differs among representatives of different generations (Figure 02). According to the survey, 24% of younger adolescents and 27% of elder adolescents already have 100-200 friends on social networks, while only 18% of parents can boast of such an amount of online contacts. The young people, generation «Y», found themselves the most "wealthy": 34% have 200-500 friends and 7% have more than 500. A narrow circle of friends in social networks (up to 50 people) is typical for 40% of parents, 14% of young people, 26% of elder teens and 30% of younger adolescents.

6.3. The amount of friends only partially characterizes the social capital of a person. It is important to understand the nature of social ties. We found out with how many friends the respondent personally communicates in the social network within six months. A narrow circle of online communication (less than 10 people) is typical for 47% of adults, 37% of youth, 32% of elder and 34% of younger adolescents. Up to 50 people are present in online communication 31% of parents, 44% of young people, 40% of younger...
and 46% of elder adolescents. Each eight adolescents communicates in SNS with 50-100 people, and each seven – with more than 100 people. In order to understand the bonding social capital online, it is also important to analyse strong social ties and find out which of the important adults and relatives is in the online social community of the generations «Z» and «Y». Every sixth adolescents did not have any of significant adults and relatives in his friend list. In the younger age group, half of the respondents have parents, the elder adolescents and young people have lower indicators (42 % and 43% respectively). Most often from the family circle «in friends» there are brothers and sisters (61-77%). Uncle and aunt are also in friends (28-34%). At the part of adolescents “in friends” there are also parents of friends (22-30%). More than a third of the respondents include their teachers in the list of friends (39-45%). Every second among young people transfers a circle of professional contacts to the online space (58%).

6.4. Weak ties as a resource of bridging social capital were considered in the specific online context of the subscribers amount and unfamiliar offline friends. Every fifth adolescent has an insignificant amount of subscribers - less than 10 people. Up to 50 subscribers have 29% of younger adolescents, 16% of elder adolescents and 14 % of youth. 1/6 of respondents have from 50 to 100 subscribers, in this case adolescents have already caught up with the youth. From 100 to 300 subscribers from every third representative of generation «Y» (32%), but elder adolescents practically do not lag behind youth (29%). 300-500 subscribers appeared in the lists of 7% of young people, 6% of elder and 4% of younger adolescents. At the same time, more than 500 subscribers have been added to a relatively large number of users: 10% for young people, 9% for elder and 7% for younger adolescents. We also present the results of the analysis of weak ties on the basis of «strangers» in the list of friends. According to the results of the study, the more friends there are, the more «strangers» are allowed into virtual life. At the same time, generation «Z» do this more often than «Y». Among 50-100 friends adolescents do not know the fifth part from the contact list, from 100-200 friends - more than a quarter, and from more than 200 friends - already third. Those many teenagers have "unfamiliar friends" on social networks. Young people in this sense are more often personally acquainted with friends in SNS - from 200 friends – a fifth part of «strangers», from more than 200 friends – a quarter.

6.5. What is the convertibility of social capital into others resources among different generations? After all, social capital is not just the length of friend list, it is a significant resource and is important in realizing needs, seeking help and getting support. The most convertible social capital was in generations «Z» and «Y». More than 10 friends will ask for help and support every third adolescents and young man, more than 20 friends can ask for every sixth teenager and the seventh representative of youth. Among parents, only one in five can apply to more than 10 friends and only one in nine to more than 20. Regardless of the age group, every fifth representative will attract to the support 6-10 people. A third of adolescents and young people and a quarter of parents will turn to help 3-5 people. Only 23% of younger adolescents, 16% of older adolescents, 14% of youth and 19% of parents will turn to a pair of friends. Generally do not use their online capital most often parents of elder adolescents – 12% indicated that no one will be asked for help. Parents of the younger generation gave such an answer twice less often (5%). Among adolescents, this option was chosen less than 0.5%.}
7. Conclusion

The new possibilities of digital technologies have changed the ways of accumulating and managing social capital. The obtained research results demonstrate the features of social capital among the generations.

7.1. The social capital on the Internet is most actively accumulated by the generation «Y». One of the main characteristics of social capital - self-growth is most clearly manifested in social networks – more than 40% of young people who started the process from adolescence have already acquired a solid reserve of virtual friends (at least 200 people). In many ways it is natural that it was the youth that turned out to be the wealthiest in social capital. They are active digital citizens and have already established ties in several social spaces – school, university, work. The social capital of generation «Z» shows stable growth dynamics online. In online spaces, not only young people, but also adolescents quickly and easily reach the average values of the Dunbar’s number (150) (Soldatova & Teslavskaya, 2016), reflecting the limits and opportunities for social contacts for the average adult. At the same time, the adults themselves, generation «X», are the poorest in terms of social contacts and, for the most part, do not reach the Dunbar’s number online.

7.2. The online environment also transforms representation of bonding and bridging social capital. For example, relatives, including parents, are less likely to become sources of social capital strength in SNS for the generation of «Z» and «Y» – half of the parents of adolescents are absent in friend list. If online to some extent narrows the circle of strong ties inherent to offline, then weak ties, on the contrary, are provided with new horizons. For example, SNS allow users to keep in touch with people unfamiliar in offline life. Adolescents actively use this opportunity. So as a distinguishing feature of generation «Z», one can call greater openness to strangers - adolescents easily let them into their virtual life. This indicates a higher confidence in the online environment and the openness of generation «Z».

7.3. The social capital of generations «Y» and «Z» is characterized by high convertibility online. Generations «Y» and «Z» freely handle their social online savings, their social capital actively works to solve various kinds of problems and tasks – every third teenager and young man is ready to ask for support online if it is necessary. Thus, the self-growth in the social capital of adolescents and young people is also due to the growth of weak social ties, while yesterday’s strangers may turn out to be the sources of the necessary links and positive changes, as well as possible negative agents. Generation «X» is more attracted to a narrow circle of communication, limited by its close people and acquaintances from offline life, and feels more constrained in using the opportunities of online space to manage its social capital.
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